
Job hunting
A short job search guide by Marina Droghina



Choose the vacancy of  your dream



Write an ideal CV



Prepare your portfolio



Write a cover letter



Send your CV and portfolio with a cover letter
Then wait what the employer will ask

If  employer like your personal profile, you will be invited for job interview.
It’s important to prepare for it, some tips for successful interview:

Five positive tips for job interview:
1. Compliance of  the dress code is very 
important.
2. Applicant for vacancy should speak 
competently!
3. Applicant should be polite with people 
around him or her.
4. It’s very significantly to be 
self-confident.
5. Use information which is connected 
with vacancy

Five negative tips job interview:
1. Lateness without a respectful reason is the best 
way to get a rejection!
2. If  you don’t want to get the job – speak a lot 
about everything, don’t give an opportunity to speak 
for employer!
3. It will be very strange, if  you know anything 
about company and vacancy, but you can try.
4. Use your cell phone, when employer talk to you, 
it’s your guarantee to be unemployed.
5. Tell fairy tales if  this job is not important to you.



Prepare for questions 
Think about possible questions on interview and prepare an example of  answer

Questions for job interview:
1) How did you get information about our vacancy?
2) Why do you suppose that you are appropriate for this job?
3) You have suitable education and master’s degree, haven’t you?
4) What university did you graduate?
5) Do you have an experience of  working as a teacher of  arts or design?
6) How much time did you work as a teacher?
7) Are you ready for working with the British Curriculum?
8) Where did you get knowledge about it? (the BC)
9) Do you know all responsibilities, which we ask from the candidate?
10) Which computer programs for artist and designers do you know and use?
11) Do you know modern technologies of  teaching and design?
12) What are your strengths?
13) Are you ready to live in other country?



Prepare your answers



Be polite, positive and 
self-confident and you will get the 

job of  your dream!
GOOD LUCK!


